**CUTAWAY CUMMERBUND:**
These instructions will teach you how to properly install all of our cutaway cummerbunds. We offer two styles: slotted and base cummerbund. Both attach identically.

**CUTAWAY CORD:**
The cutaway mechanism incorporates two different cord lengths. The smaller is identified in **yellow** and the longer in **white** (see back of card).

**STEP 1**
**SHOULDER STRAP INSTALL**
Cutaway cord is ambidextrous. Begin by placing it on desired side and feed it through the shoulder channel.
Stack cummerbund straps on the top and bottom (as shown). The middle loop should stand alone. When complete feed cord through the loops.

There are 4 cord channels located on the back of the carrier. Remember to feed the cord through each one in order to ensure a clean draw if cutaway is necessary.

Complete this process on both straps.